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PREFACE

The second issue of the 2017 Newsletter starts off by
considering the Act to Promote Transparency in Pay
Structures, which entered into force on 6 July 2017. The
Act contains a number of hurdles for employers which
have more than 200 employees on their staff. The fact that
various legal terms have not been defined will make it
difficult to apply the new law in practice, so that one will
once again have to wait for clarification from the
Federal Labour Court.
It will no longer be necessary to wait for a ruling by the
Federal Labour Court on the question of whether a notice
informing employees of the transfer of the business must
include mention of the fact that the new owner will
not be required to prepare a social compensation plan
after the transfer of business. The Federal Labour Court
has established an obligation to include mention of this
so that formulating the content of such notices is
unlikely to be any easier in the future. Discussions of
a decision on an employee’s obligation to attend
meetings with his or her employer while absent from
work due to illness, of a decision on the necessity
of providing members of the works council with a smart
phone, as well as of the binding nature of an unfair
transfer bring this Newsletter to a close.
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Transparency of Remuneration Structures?
Introduction
According to the second sentence of Article 3(2) of the
Basic Law (Grundgesetz – GG), the state is tasked with
promoting the actual implementation of equal rights for
men and women and taking steps to eliminate existing
disadvantages. After what was in part a heated debate,
the German Bundestag adopted the Act to Promote
Transparency in Pay Structures (Gesetz zur Förderung
der Transparenz von Entgeltstrukturen – Entgelttrans
parenzgesetz; EntgTranspG; hereinafter referred to as
the “Act”) on 30 March 2017 [BT-Drucks. 288/17 (B)],
thus following on from the 2006 General Equal Treat
ment Act (Allgemeines Gleichbehandlungsgesetz –
AGG) and fulfilling its constitutional directive. The Act
entered into force and effect on 6 July 2017.

Key Elements of the New Act
The aim of the Act is to implement a requirement
that men and women receive equal pay for equal
or equivalent work and to promote pay equity for men
and women. The legislature defines “equal or
equivalent work” in § 4 of the Act. According to this
definition, employees engage in equal work if they
perform identical work or work of the same kind at
different workplaces or in quick succession at the
same workplace.
Equivalent work occurs where in light of all of the
factors involved, such as the kind of work, educational
requirements and working conditions, employees can
be seen as being in a comparable situation. The definition
does, of course, leave room for interpretation, and it is
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not unlikely that this will be a source of dispute in the
future. To promote pay equality for equal or equivalent
work, the Act provides, inter alia, for a prohibition
on gender discrimination (§ 3 (1) of the Act), a right
to a remuneration adjustment (§ 7 of the Act), a
prohibition on retaliatory measures (§ 9 of the Act) and
the invalidity of agreements which violate the
principle of equal pay for equal work (§ 8 (1) of the Act).
In addition, the Act introduces significant new
enforcement mechanisms, such as an individual right to
request information for employees in companies and
government offices with more than 200 employees, a
requirement that private employers with more than
500 employees review their pay structure regularly as
well as a requirement that employers provide updates
on the status of measures to promote equality between
men and women and wage parity if such employers are
obliged to prepare a management report and they have
more than 500 employees. Let us now turn to the details
of these provisions:

Employee’s Right to Request Information
The individual right to request information, which is
granted pursuant to § 10 to § 16 of the Act to employees
in establishments in which the same employer
regularly employs more than 200 employees, is a core
element of the Act as well as being a significant
innovation. Pursuant to § 11 of the Act, the aim of the
right to request information is to allow the employee
to ascertain the criteria and the process used by the
employer for determining pay and to obtain information
about the pay of the comparison group. It only
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extends to pay rates of the same employer in the same
establishment. The right to request information
specifically excludes regional pay differences and
comparisons of different groups of employees (§ 12 (1)
Nos. 1 to 3 of the Act). The information requested must
pertain to the average monthly gross remuneration and
no more than two specifiable remuneration components
of members of the comparison group of the respective
other gender performing equal or equivalent work. The
request for information regarding the remuneration
of the comparison group relates to the statistical median
remuneration and not the total average remuneration
(§ 11 (3) of the Act).
Employers which are bound by or which implement
collective bargaining agreements must supply
information on the median remuneration of members
of the other gender who belong to the same pay scale
group. Where an employer’s remuneration provisions
are based on statute or regulations contained in
industry-w ide collective agreements, it will be adequate
if the employer simply makes reference to them.
Due to data protection considerations, an employer is
only required to provide information about the salaries
of a comparison group where the work that is being
compared is performed by at least six employees –
including senior employees – of the respective other
gender (§ 12 (3) of the Act). As a rule, personal data must
not be disclosed or must be anonymised accordingly.
The right to request information is not intended to allow
individual employees to find out which colleague earns
what. The request for information must be recorded in
writing (an original signature is not required) or
electronically, and it must specify the job with which
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the comparison should be made (§ 10 (2), first sentence,
of the Act). As a rule, the works council (if there is
one) is the appropriate contact point or otherwise the
employer should be contacted directly. The works
council or the committee appointed will then inspect
the documents showing the gross salaries in order to
be able to provide information. The employer is obliged
to prepare lists for these purposes.
The employer may, however, take over responsibility for
the disclosure process during the respective works
council’s term of office, but must give reasons for doing
so. Nonetheless, even in these cases the works council
must be informed about the request for information and
the respective response of the employer. The employer
must give its response within three months and must
also do so in writing (an original signature is not
required) or electronically. Failure by the employer to
comply with a request for information will shift
the burden of proof onto the employer, so that it has to
disprove the existence of a violation of the requirement
of equal pay for equal work (§ 15 (5), first and second
sentences, of the Act).
Employees will be able to make requests for information
for the first time as from 6 January 2018 and will then
be able to make such requests every two years thereafter
unless the prerequisites and circumstances have
significantly changed in the meantime, for example,
through a job change. If the right to request information
is asserted within the first three years following
6 January 2018, the two-year waiting period will be
extended on a one-off basis to three years pursuant
to § 25 (1) of the Act.
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Voluntary Review of Equal Pay for Equal Work
§ 17 (1) of the Act asks private employers which normally
employ more than 500 persons to conduct regular
reviews of their remuneration regulations and the
various remuneration components as well as of
their implementation to verify their compliance with
the requirement of equal pay for equal work. For these
purposes, all jobs must be included which are subject
to the same system of remuneration irrespective of
whether they are based on an employment contract,
a collective bargaining agreement or company
regulations. The procedure itself is briefly outlined in
§ 18 of the Act. The employer must give the works
council adequate advance warning of its plans for a
review process and subsequently notify it of the results.

Duty to Report on the Status of Measures to
Promote Equality between Men and Women
and Wage Parity
Employers which normally employ more than 500
employees and which are required by § 264 and § 289 of
the German Commercial Code (Handelsgesetzbuch –
HGB) to prepare a management report have a duty under
§ 21 of the Act to report on the measures they have taken
to promote equality between men and women and to
achieve wage parity between the sexes and to explain
the effects of such measures. Nonetheless, the duty to
report on such measures should not be confused with
a duty to adopt such measures. However, employers
which do not take measures to promote equality must
give reasons for not doing so in their report, see § 21 (1),
second sentece, of the Act. Employers which are bound
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by or which implement collective bargaining
agreements must prepare a report every five years;
all other employers must do so every three years. The
report must be appended to the company’s management
report and published in the Federal Gazette. Companies
which are affected by the new legislation will first be
under a reporting duty in 2018.

Conclusion
The Act has been subject in part to strong criticism
on the grounds that the legal benefit that it provides is
so small – due to its narrow scope and the existing
legislation, especially the General Equal Treatment
Act – that the effort involved in implementing it is not
justified. It remains to be seen whether the Act in its
final form, which in comparison with the draft proposal
is less stringent for employers, does in fact cause the
feared additional workload. In any case, other points
of criticism cannot simply be discounted. These
include, for example, the question whether information
regarding the statistical median remuneration of the
comparison group is even suitable for providing a solid
indication of gender discrimination.
Notwithstanding all of the criticism, companies will,
in any case, in practice be initially encouraged to use
the transitional periods provided for in the Act and to
check which, if any, of its provisions they must comply
with (e. g. information and reporting duties). The next
step for them will be to prepare for the additional
bureaucracy that compliance will involve – even if the
scope of this cannot yet be estimated. Thus, especially
those employers which employ more than 200 persons in
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their business should immediately consider whether
their existing structures and remuneration system can
provide individual employees with information. In this
connection, they will in particular also have to check
which group of employees can be used for the purposes
of comparison, i.e. which jobs are equal or equivalent
within the meaning of the Act. It may also be advisable
to prepare standardised procedures and forms for
providing information so as to be able to respond on
time and with as few errors as possible, even where
there are a large number of requests for information.
Furthermore, employers should consult with works
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councils in good time as regards the actual
implementation of the requirements of the Act. In
this connection, serious consideration has to be
given, inter alia, to the question of whether a company
with over 500 employees should voluntarily introduce a cost-intensive review procedure regarding its
remuneration regulations.
Phillip Raszawitz
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Federal Labour Court: New Developments regarding
Notification Duties and the Right to Object Where
a Business Changes Owners
Introduction
Where a business is sold, the letter that must be sent to
employees informing them of the transfer of business and
their correlative right to object to the transfer of their
employment contracts to the purchaser of the business,
presents significant challenges for employers in practice.
The case law applies such strict standards to the necessary
content of such letters at the factual level that there is
often legal uncertainty as to the information which has to
be provided in a particular case.

2. The defect in the notice will be cured by operation
of law after the expiry of a privileged period of four
years from the date that the new owner’s business is
established. As from the time of the establishment, a
one-month time limit for lodging an objection begins to
run according to § 613a (6), first sentence, of the German
Civil Code in respect of the defective notice of transfer.
(Federal Labour Court, judgment of 15 December 2016 –
8 AZR 612/15)

Decision
If it later emerges that the notice informing the
employees of the transfer was defective, this will mean
that the employee’s one-month time limit for an
objection to the transfer of his or her employment
contract will not have begun to run. Instead, the
employee will acquire an “eternal right of objection”,
which he or she will be able to successfully exercise
even years after the transfer and which will only be
restricted by the doctrine of laches. Decisions on
this topic are thus always particularly highly charged.

Headnotes
1. Failure to give notice of the new owner’s privileged
treatment as regards the social compensation plan
pursuant to § 112a (2), first sentence, of the Works
Constitution Act (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz – BetrVG)
will prevent the time limit for lodging an objection
pursuant to § 613a (6), first sentence, of the German
Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch – BGB) from
beginning to run.
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As part of the execution of a contract for the sale of a
business, the plaintiff’s employment contract was
transferred to the purchaser pursuant to § 613a (1),
first sentence, of the German Civil Code with effect
from 1 January 2008. The acquisition agreement was
concluded between the seller-defendant and its legal
successor (the plaintiff’s previous employer) on the one
hand and the purchaser and its parent company
(plaintiff’s future employer) on the other hand. The
purchaser was a newly established company, which
was possibly eligible for privileged treatment in respect
of its social compensation plan pursuant to § 112a (2),
first sentence, of the Works Constitution Act.
According to this provision, a social compensation plan
cannot be imposed on a newly established company
during the first four years of its existence. Under the
terms of the acquisition agreement, the previous
employers had agreed to make a restructuring and loss
compensation payment in the amount of EUR 280
million (“negative purchase price”) to the purchaser as
part of a comprehensive package of measures. In
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addition, the parties had agreed to a moratorium on staff
redundancies for a fixed period of time and, also for a
fixed period of time, a similar moratorium on closing
down the transferred business.
This was supplemented by the issue by the purchaser’s
parent company of a hard letter of comfort in its favour.
The employees, including the plaintiff, were not
informed of all of the above circumstances in the letter
notifying them of the transfer of the business. The
plaintiff did not at first object to the transfer of his
employment contract and worked for the purchaser
from 1 January 2008 without lodging any objections.
It was not until spring 2013 when the purchaser
informed its employees that it intended to discontinue
its business at the end of the same year that the
plaintiff belatedly exercised his right of objection.
The plaintiff sought a declaration that there was
an employment relationship between the parties that
would remain in force over and beyond 31 December
2007, due to the fact that he had lodged a valid objection
to the transfer of business. The Federal Labour Court
rejected the claim.
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found that as a result of this, the one-month time limit
for lodging an objection pursuant to § 613a (6) of the
German Civil Code had begun to run and that this time
limit had already expired at the time that the plaintiff
exercised his right of objection.
Furthermore, the court did not regard failure to mention
the above-mentioned circumstances surrounding
the acquisition agreement as grounds for considering the
notice defective. These were merely components of
the acquisition agreement which did not constitute the
“reason” for the transfer of business within the meaning
of § 613a (5) No. 2 of the German Civil Code or belong
to “its economic consequences” pursuant to § 613a (5)
No. 3 of the German Civil Code. In particular, it
could not be inferred from the package of measures that
the purchaser was in a precarious economic or financial
situation. Instead, it indicated that the parties were
seeking to avoid a drain on liquidity and wished to
ensure that there were adequate recoverable assets. The
court also held that § 613a of the German Civil Code
does not provide a guarantee of ongoing employment.

Comments
It left open the question of whether the failure to inform
the employees about the new owner’s privileged
treatment as regards the social compensation plan
pursuant to § 112a (2), first sentence, of the Works
Constitution Act made the notice defective because the
exception provided for in § 112a (2), second sentence,
of the Works Constitution Act did not apply. In any
case, any defect in the notice had in the meantime been
cured. The expiry of the four-year period of privileged
treatment constituted a “legal turning point”. The court
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The decision is welcome. On the one hand, the Senate
refines the definition of the necessary content for a
proper notice to employees and, on the other hand, it
restricts their “eternal right of objection”.
Practitioners may now finally assume that it will
always be necessary to inform employees that the
purchaser may be entitled to privileged treatment as
regards a social compensation plan pursuant to
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§ 112a (2), first sentence, of the Works Constitution Act.
The fact that the legal situation is unclear in this respect
because the exception in § 112a (2), second sentence, of
the Works Constitution Act could apply, will not relieve
the employer of this burden.
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them of a transfer of business, if for no other reason than
that the sale of a business involves an unpredictable
staff situation and is thus associated with considerable
economic risks for both parties to such a transaction.
Daniel Grünewald

Unlike the lower court, the Federal Labour Court did not
examine the question of whether the plaintiff was
prevented from asserting his objection by the doctrine
of laches since more than five years had elapsed since
the transfer of business and his right of objection had
expired. Instead, the court ruled on a second set
of circumstances in this decision in which a right of
objection can extinguish entirely independently
of the doctrine of laches, even if a notice informing
employees of the transfer of a business is defective.
The Senate (Federal Labour Court decision of
19 November 2015 – 8 AZR 773/14, NZA 2016, 647)
had already adopted a similar approach in a recent
decision on multiple transfers of businesses. It held
in that decision that an employee’s right to object
to the transfer of his employment contract to a previous
(second) employer in the case of a subsequent
transfer of the business from such second employer
to a third employer could extinguish at a later time
although the first notice informing the employee of the
transfer was formally defective.
Whether the Federal Labour Court will continue along
this path and thus gradually water down what has
been until now a very strict approach in the case law,
will be awaited with a certain degree of suspense.
In the meantime, sellers will need to apply the utmost of
care in drafting notices to their employees informing
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Practitioners may now
finally assume that
it will always be neces
sary to inform employ
ees that the purchaser
may be entitled to
privileged treatment as
regards a social com
pensation plan pursu
ant to § 112a (2), first
sentence, of the Works
Constitution Act.
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Does an Employee Have to Attend a Meeting with His
or Her Employer While Unable to Work Due to Illness?
If an employee is unable to work due to illness, he or she
will have no duty to work. The Federal Labour Court
has, however, now considered the question of whether a
sick employee is required to attend a meeting with
his or her employer at the employer’s location, in spite of
being unable to work due to illness (Federal Labour
Court, judgment of 2 November 2016, 10 AZR 596/15).

Decision
In the decision discussed here, the employee was unable
to work due to illness for approximately three months.
During this period, the employer invited him twice to
a meeting at its location for the purposes of “clarifying
his future employment opportunities”. The employee
refused to attend both meetings, citing in both cases
his inability to work. As a result of this, the employer
sent the employee a disciplinary letter. The employee
demanded that the employer remove the letter from
his personnel file.
In the opinion of the Federal Labour Court, an employee
who is unable to work due to illness is only required
to attend a meeting with his or her employer in narrow
circumstances. An ill employee is only required
to attend a meeting with his/her employer during the
period of illness if urgent operational requirements
necessitate this. The reason for this principle is that
attending such a meeting could have an adverse
impact on the recovery process and thus prolong
his or her absence from work due to illness.
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Operational requirements of the relevant kind exist,
for example, where the employee has information about
important operational processes or matters and his or
her failure to disclose these to the employer would make
it significantly more difficult or even impossible for
the employer to continue its business. Furthermore, it is
a prerequisite of the above that the employer-employee
meeting could not take place after the employee has
ceased to be on sick leave, and it must be reasonable
to expect him or her to attend such meeting. In addition,
the employee is only required to personally attend a
meeting at the employer’s location if this is urgently
required, i.e. unavoidable.

Implications for Practice
As a rule, employees are not required to attend meetings
with their employer if they are unable to work due to
illness. If, by way of exception, there should be an urgent
reason for an employee-employer meeting, this will
not, however, mean that the employee has to appear in
person at the employer’s location. It is thus advisable
for the employer to clarify any urgent matters with a sick
employee by phone or e-mail.
Dr Hagen Strippelmann
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Is a Member of the Works Council Entitled
to a Smartphone?
A works council member is entitled to a smartphone
if having one is necessary so as to enable him to properly
perform his tasks. He or she has a personal discretion
in this regard (Hesse Higher Labour Court, Order of
13 March 2017,16 TaBV 212/16).

Constitution Act (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz – BetrVG)
gave the works council member a discretion, which was
subject to judicial review. In its view, the works council
member was entitled to use modern information and
communication technology appropriate to performing
his official tasks. He did, however, have to take into
account the company’s internal circumstances at all times.

Decision
The employer maintains social services and health
institutions at various locations (hospitals, homes
for senior citizens, etc.), which are located up to 20 km
apart from one another. Many of the employees do
shift work or work nights.
The chairman of the works council (who had been
released from the duty to work) requested that his
employer provide him with a smartphone and the related
data plan. He justified his request by stating that
he did not only have to be reachable during the day, but
also at other times for shift workers. Moreover, he often
moved around at the various locations. He asserted that
he would be able to perform his works council activities
much more efficiently if he had a smartphone, because
he would be able to coordinate requests for appoint
ments and deal with them immediately. The employer
responded by contending that a smartphone was not
necessary since the works council member did not have
a lot of appointments outside the business. It argued
in addition that only a few of its other employees had a
company smartphone.
The Hesse Higher Labour Court allowed the application
by the member of the works council for a company smart
phone. The court explained that § 40 (2) of the Works
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The Hesse Higher Labour Court found that under the
specific circumstances of the case before it that a
smartphone was necessary. This did not in any case
exceed the works council member’s exercise of his
discretion. The court held that a smartphone would
make it considerably easier for the works council
member to carry out his activities since the employer
had many business locations and applied a multitude
of working time models in its business. It also found that
the employer could reasonably be expected to bear the
costs of the phone (approximately EUR 16 per month).

Implications for Practice
The type of technical devices which employers are
required to provide to works council members is
perennially a “hot topic” in co-determination law.
Court rulings reflect the technological and social
advancements that have been made. However, they
often do this after many years of delay.
For example, the Federal Labour Court held even as
recently as 2007 that a works council member did not
have a general entitlement to his or her own personal
computer. The courts have also had a “difficult” time
dealing with mobile phones.
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Nonetheless, one can now safely assume that a computer
with internet access and a phone are part of the
standard technical equipment of a works council member.
Everything else depends on the company’s internal
circumstances. Consequently, the Hesse Higher Labour
Court’s ruling must be classified as one of many
decisions based on the facts in the individual case at
hand. Businesses in which a smartphone is really needed
for day-to-day works council activities will remain
in the minority. If an employer decides to provide such
a device, it should ensure that the device is configured
in such a way that it can only be used for business
purposes, e.g. by restricting the user’s use of services
and apps. If the works council member violates usage
rules, he or she could be removed from office or even
have his or her employment terminated.
Naturally, the court’s ruling can also be applied to the
employee bodies of church organisations, since they too
are entitled to use technical aids to carry out their
official tasks.
Jens Völksen
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Transfers – Is an Unjust Direction Binding?
Employers’ Right to Issue Instructions
to Employees
As a rule, an employee’s contract of employment will
contain a description of the work he or she has to perform
as well as the details of the place of performance and
the hours of work. Nonetheless, an employer may in the
exercise of its reasonable discretion unilaterally specify
further terms over and above those in the employment
contract regarding the work to be performed as well as
the place and hours of such work.
The exercise of the employer’s reasonable discretion
presupposes that the essential circumstances of the
individual case are weighed and the respective interests
of both employer and employee are appropriately taken
into account. Accordingly, it is necessary to consider,
on the one hand, the employee’s personal situation and,
on the other hand, the business concept underlying
the employer’s transfer plans.
A valid transfer directly alters the work obligations
owed by the employee. Consequently, the employer may
respond to a failure to accept a transfer with the usual
remedies available under employment law, ranging from
a disciplinary notice to termination of employment.
According to the case law of the Fifth Senate of the
Federal Labour Court, the following principles apply in
the case of an invalid transfer: The employee must
provisionally comply with an unjust transfer direction,
which is not otherwise invalid, until such time as a
legally binding court decision has been issued.
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Nonetheless, it seems that the case law could be changing
in this respect. The Tenth Senate adopts the view that
employees do not have to comply with a transfer direction
even if no legally binding decision to such effect has
been issued (Federal Labour Court, Order of 14 June 2017 –
10 AZR 330/16). However, there are no signs yet of a
common approach that the Grand Senate of the Federal
Labour Court will take.

Implications for Practice
Employee transfers are part of day-to-day operations in
the field of human resources. It is not unusual for there
to be some doubt as to whether a transfer is just. Until the
Grand Senate of the Federal Labour Court resolves this
issue, it will not be possible to know whether an employer
can insist that an employee comply with its instructions
during the period leading up to the issue of a legally
enforceable court decision on the matter. However, this
state of affairs also increases the risk that an employee
may unjustifiably fail to comply with the obligations laid
down in his or her employment contract in circumstances
in which the legal situation is ambiguous and thus
become liable to disciplinary measures for dismissal by
his or her employer.
Pia Pracht
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Note
This Newsletter was prepared according to our best knowledge and belief. It is meant to be a general outline of the law
and cannot be a substitute for personal advice in an individual case. We therefore do not accept any liability whatsoever
for damage. If you no longer wish to receive a copy of this Newsletter, please let us know by sending an e-mail to
jmoeltgen@goerg.de.
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